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The Editor’s Space

Through POETREE we hope to capture the rapidly growing and aspiring thoughts and 
feelings of Namibian poets.  Furthermore provide poets with the occasion to write under 
one roof and to once and for all bring the well deserved attention to this valuable art.  

In this edition we introduce you to three dynamic poets: Hugh Ellis a journalist with an 
activist’ pen, Libertida Jodd, a versifier that can feed your mind with precious words and 
finally Julia Amukoshi, new to the scene of poetry but can easily surprise you with her 
vigilant psyche and inspiring thoughts.vigilant psyche and inspiring thoughts.

With every bi-monthly edition we will also give space to a talented visual artist. The cover 
page for this month’s publication visualizes the vitality that we all feel with the birth of this 
publication. The art work entitled, ‘tears of joy,’ is a contribution by Moemedi Sandile Madi, 
well known Namibian visual artist who also has the amazing gift of creating life drawings. 

Space is sometimes what people need to network, grow, showcase their gifts and to explore 
a common goal: therefore through POETREE, we will devote space not just to poets, visual 
artists and our business partners but to orphanages and organizations in the multi-sectoral artists and our business partners but to orphanages and organizations in the multi-sectoral 
campaign of HIV and AIDS. For this edition we introduce you to the Witvlei Orphanage. 

We thank our supporters; buyers and advertisers, the readers, poets, the creative team, 
the printers, and the NACN for giving us the platform to dress-up our voices, entertain and 
move thee and of course for making this publication a reality. 

            

Christi Warner 

With ‘tears of joy’ I bring you the first edition of a bi-monthly 
poetry publication generously sponsored by the National Arts 
Council of Namibia (NACN). 
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Meet Julia  

The Poet  

She pays tribute to her parents who according to her had a lot to do with 
her love for reading and the respect that she has for books. She adores 
reading fiction and books for the mind and soul and says that she finds 
comfort in the latter. Julia is known to have a very observant yet dreamy 
soul and she find pleasure in immaterial things such as a unique sunset. 

She proudly speak of Tupac Shakur as a great 21st century writer who 
so eloquently spoke about the ‘rose that grew from a crack in concrete’, so eloquently spoke about the ‘rose that grew from a crack in concrete’, 
and she identifies this statement as a great learning point which made her 
believe that life has a lot of beautiful moments and that even in the ugly 
recites beauty and that it is especially those moments that need capturing.



Beautiful Star

You’re always hanging carefree, up and above
You never complain or fight for space

Always conversing with the mysterious moon
Shining your duty just like your nephews and nieces

When you laugh, that shine is oh so bright
It touches my home and brings instant safetyIt touches my home and brings instant safety

When I’m in deep woe or weary
you find me amongst infinite souls

You work hard to be kind and bring me a lesson
This time, the lesson’s as striking as you

Radiating the truth: that amongst vast creations
you remain unique and a beautiful star
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Butterfly

With your paper wings you fly so smooth
High and free over fluffy white clouds

Adding colour and sparkle to sentient paintings
Low and brave your paper wings fly

You play your part well and with significant passion
YYou fly across the meadowlands

Braving your spirit over harmful countryside
Taking a moment to enjoy the scent 

of blooming flowers
And showing off your beauty in comparison
Making a mark that it’s not just the sun

that can brighten up the day!



Mary-Allen Jane

She walks her pear like breasts forced forward
Tiny boned out legs, dancing side to side,
carry her jagged body down the dusty road
The chickens laugh, for they are better at walking

The grass and tulips wish they could put up a sign 
to honour her existence with a slogan that sings: to honour her existence with a slogan that sings: 
‘Mary-Allen Jane, No trespassing…’ 
For her stench is dodgier than an AK47, for sure

The peacocks can’t stand the sight of her
Her pride makes others believe she’s one of them
If only they’d know that she’s became a regular guest 
In the peacocks jokes manual, for sure

Mary-Allen Jane smells like a wet goatMary-Allen Jane smells like a wet goat
When she slither closer to you
Your tongue can die a natural death
I’ve heard she can even put coffee to sleep
She is devastatingly amazing

Mary-Allen Jane
Mary-Allen Jane Mary-Allen Jane
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If the captain is brave

Day and night my mind fights with gifted books
When summer’s gone to rest
and autumn moves aside
to welcome the cold winter storm into play
you’ll still find me battling with intelligent works
ShakespeareShakespeare’s a darling, he teaches me to be cool
Giving me pleasure when reality casts me as a 
modern day Juliette
And in spring it’s a blast ‘cause then I truly am 
Shakespeare’s leading lady
But Einstein’s equation has my fingers stuck in my hair
My forehead’s already a mirror image of my grandma
But hey my mind must continue to fight with the giftedBut hey my mind must continue to fight with the gifted
If only to ensure my independence

Day and night I hear hyenas laugh
They think I’m silly and won’t make the raise
Einstein’s equations made them think I’m too dull
I feel people’s winter eyes scanning my mind
Their hoping for the moment I throw in the towel
But just like a ship that goes on voyageBut just like a ship that goes on voyage
and faces storms, hunger and sea monsters
and live to tell a gallant the tale
I too will reach the mountain top
‘Cause any voyage is possible,
with so many seasons and days to wear
Any voyage is possible if the captain is brave

POETREE
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This project, is funded, in part, through a Grant 
by the National Arts Council of Namibia (NACN), 
the opinions, findings and conclusions or 
recommendations expressed herein are 
those of the Author(s) and do not 

necessarily reflect those of the NACN.  
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Meet  Hugh 

The Poet  

Since then he has worked for The Namibian newspaper for three years and for four years as a 
freelance photojournalist. He is currently working as a communications officer for the Ministry of 
Environment and Tourism.
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I used to want
I used to want to be black
But now it’s okay to be red
See, my great-great grandfathers were workers
They struggled as much as anyone else

I used to want to be black
And who can blame me?And who can blame me?
My great grandfathers became colonialists
In order to fill their stomachs

I used to want to be black
You must hear my voice
‘Cause my grandfathers kept their mouths shut
Even though they disapproved

Now itNow it’s okay to be red
That’s how independence came
My father wrote essays on repression and liberation
But that’s all his story

Now it’s okay to be red
Namibian sunburn on my skin
I tried to learn all the languages and cultures
And almost forgot my ownAnd almost forgot my own

I used to want to be black
But now it’s okay to be red
I hope my children, if and when they come
won’t have to fight these daemons

POETREE



I Wish
I wished I could write about love
About tongue-twisting conversations with one of trust
And adventures in the world of silence
About intimate reasons of body and soul
And the honest belief that all is well

But instead I was compelled to writeBut instead I was compelled to write
about the beggar who rummages in my dustbin,
and the bombers in Baghdad on the Internet
about my pointless staring into the galaxy
and the perilous quest for spiritual truth

And yet, maybe the future is today
When chance triumphs over hours and years 
and when foolish hopes prove to be the bestand when foolish hopes prove to be the best
I hope I can write about finer things
and put poetic license to its test
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Three Crosses
I’m writing my story; it’s about three crosses and
It’s about one twelve-bladed sun
The pen with which I write is a switchblade
It’s a scalpel to get at cancers in our thoughts

At heart it’s the story of a boy who was happy
to have nothing more than the food in his stomachto have nothing more than the food in his stomach
My story’s about appreciating what it is you have
And giving thanks profusely for these things

It’s a story about the pain this young boy felt
To see other innocent people go hungry
It’s all about being a witness to injustice
And being unable to do anything real in response

But I hope you hear the music in my storyBut I hope you hear the music in my story
‘Cause it’s about three crosses and one twelve-bladed sun
My pen is Jimmy Hendrix’s guitar
It’ll take you on a trip to the supernatural world

My story’s about a boy who craved the friendship of girls
And saw how they are almost always mistreated
My story is about desire across boundaries
And coming to terms with what you think you areAnd coming to terms with what you think you are

My story is one of societies gone mad, lost their vision
It’s one of war – never present, but never far away
My story is one of compassion and redemption
and possibly also of a world yet to come

This has been the story of my journey so far
My pen is an aero-plane, somehow a supernatural thing
ItIt’s transporting me away from the land of the three crosses
and towards the twelve-bladed sun
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I want to dream

I want to dream about cupid, white doves and white flags
About an order of respect, too much to expect
Of reconciliation and development, whatever they may be

But I’m dreaming of terrorists and secret policemen
Of point-blank shootings and suicide bombings
Of places in the whirlwind that I used to knowOf places in the whirlwind that I used to know

I want to dream about us working together
About progress, yes I know you’ve heard the word
About someone in authority whose words you believe

But I’m dreaming of terrorists and secret policemen
Of lazy bureaucrats and cowardly executives
Who are treating indigenous people like trash

I want to dream about us living in harmonyI want to dream about us living in harmony
About gender equality, can’t you believe that?
About not confronting thousands of years of suspicion

But I’m dreaming of terrorists and secret policemen
Of rapists, male-chauvinists and slave mentalities
Of third world wars every Saturday night

I want to dream about the Second Great Commandment
About waking to find it manifested on EarthAbout waking to find it manifested on Earth
About having no alternative but to understand each other

But I’m dreaming of terrorists and secret policemen
Of point-blank shootings and suicide bombings
There’s an angel in the whirlwind: that much I know
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Fact-Finding Mission 
I’m riding in a car with a blue sign on the door
Leaving rapid tracks while passing 
drowned orchards of omusati trees
As soon as my destination brings me to a halt 
I am met by rustic people and I sense I have arrived
I ask them to perform their trials and tribulationsI ask them to perform their trials and tribulations
They play the game but wonder 
how long it will take for me to truly arrive

They launch their story with
bullets they heard 18 years ago 
Bullets hurrying through those orchards of omusati trees
Bullets that force people on their knees to wait for death
They wonder with sad optimism, They wonder with sad optimism, 
‘where are those people in their blue cars?
We want to know how long it will take for them to arrive’

Mid story: people are fighting poverty, 
it’s a fight that forces fatality
‘The orchards have gone on strike, 
They claim they can’t provide enough for all of us
People like you come and go, in their blue-green carsPeople like you come and go, in their blue-green cars
We wonder what it will take before they truly arrive’

The end: I’m riding in a car with a blue sign on the door
Leaving rapid tracks, away from the drowned orchards 
of omusati trees, back to Windhoek 
My mind echoes back to the line where I said
‘I will do whatever I can’
My eyes sense the spirit of My eyes sense the spirit of 
rustic people’s hopelessness 
And I know that they wonder when I will truly arrive
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Meet  Libertida 

The Poet

“I’ve always loved words,” says Libertida Jodd, 
“my earliest memory is being able to read but not 
understanding what I was reading. My mom would 
then translate what I read out loud.” She identifies 
her first real experience with poetry when she met 
a group of friends in town who invited her to a 
poetry workshop in the year 2000. 

The workshop was an initiative of PoetsThe workshop was an initiative of Poets Against 
War and Nuclear Weapons (PAWN) and Township 
Productions, sponsored by the Franco Namibian 
Cultural Centre. It brought together writers from all 
over Windhoek and birthed the publication of the 
poetry anthology (Poetically Speaking). 



Fair(y) land
Long ago

When I could still sing childish songs
and dream of fair(y) land
my eyes could want
my hands could take
and folks would smileand folks would smile
and let me win

For I was blessed with innocence

Long ago
when my bare feet could dance all day,
smiles and laughter conducted my heart
And I could dream of fair(y) land

But now I knowBut now I know
It surely exists!
Just in my head

Now I’ve learned
All’s not beautiful
That life is as it is

And has no guidelines
But what joyous experienceBut what joyous experience

to slip and learn
The distant memory returns

In a glimpse
Of fair(y) land
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Lifeunfolds
While you sleep
Lifeunfolds

When you laugh
Lifeunfolds

While you labour
LifeunfoldsLifeunfolds

When you die
Lifestillunfolds

When your heart fights to exist
Your lifeunfolds

It’s stunning,
This thing called Life
When you are secure,When you are secure,
another is endangered
When you say yes,

another is about to destroy 
the remains of their marriage

It’s amazing,
When lifeunfolds

When you live in innocence,When you live in innocence,
somebody else is destroying 
the wonderful essence 
of this thing called life
Maybe it’s meant to be
‘Cause for it to end up right 
It first had to be wrong

Doesn’t anybody feel sheer nostalgia?Doesn’t anybody feel sheer nostalgia?
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Me

If I was Chinese
I’d be Xinchua

If I was Indian
I’d be Shaan

If I was German
I’d be SabineI’d be Sabine

If I was Owambo
I’d be Selma

If I was you
then I would not be,

I thank God I am me
‘Cause here’s the chance for you to know me
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My Pain

They grab me, hard
on the chest

Then hit me, hard
with words

The depth of my soul
untoucheduntouched

The lines on my face
Clean

It’s their desire
to illuminate
my vibrant light

Only un-succeeding
Provoking just their angerProvoking just their anger

Smiling yet,
with swollen lips
softly singing

In my heart
solely knowing
the triumph
of the battleof the battle
belongs to the
one much
hurt

POEREE
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Tel/Fax: + 264 (0) 61 216127
 E-mail: mola@iway.na

Cell: + 264 (0) 812939333 (Mola)
Cell:  +  264 (0) 813282373 (Christi)

We specialize in Theatre for Development (TFD), Forum 
Theatre and Community Theatre. We advance the 

development of Theatre and Arts. 

We produce theatrical, literal, audio and visual productions to 
advance and compliment national programmes for artistic 

consumption by local, regional and international communities. 
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